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ABSTRACT

As corporations are stepping into the new digital transformation age and adopting leading-edge tech-
nologies such as cloud, mobile, and big data, it becomes crucial for them to contemplate the risks and 
rewards of this adoption. At the same time, the new wave of malware attacks is posing a severe impedi-
ment in implementing these technologies. This chapter discusses some of the complications, challenges, 
and issues plaguing current malware analysis and detection techniques. Some of the key challenges 
discussed are automation, native code, obfuscations, morphing, and anti-reverse engineering. Solutions 
and recommendations are provided to solve some of these challenges. To stimulate further research in 
this thriving area, the authors highlight some promising future research directions. The authors believe 
that this chapter provides an auspicious basis for future researchers who intend to know more about 
the evolution of malware and will act as a motivation for enhancing the current and developing the new 
techniques for malware analysis and detection.

INTRODUCTION

As we are advancing into the new digital transformation age, most of the enterprises have been adapting 
to this new pace of technology by adopting leading-edge technologies like cloud, mobile, big data, and 
the Internet of things. At the same time, organizations are facing a new wave of security attacks, which 
are posing a severe impediment in implementing these technologies. WannaCry ransomware attack in 
2017 affected many leading organizations around the globe. The ransomware was a CryptoWorm (used 
cryptography to design the malicious software) (Zouave et al., 2020) and targeted Microsoft Windows 
operating system by encrypting the data and demanding ransom payments in the CryptoCurrency (Na-
rayanan et al., 2016). Within a day the ransomware infected more than 230,000 computers in over 150 
countries. Stuxnet, malware (malicious software), was used to cause substantial damage to supervisory 
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control and data acquisition systems. Targeting industrial control systems, the malware infected over 
200,000 computers. Shamoon, another similar malware, was used for cyber warfare against some of 
the national oil companies in the middle east. Recently, Twitter got hacked where hackers were able 
to steal US high profile accounts, and Magellan Health, a Fortune 500 company, faced a sophisticated 
ransomware attack that affected thousands of patients. Cyberattacks are on the rise and pose a serious 
threat to a company’s financial and other resources. A chronological timeline of such and other high-
profile cybersecurity attacks on different companies is shown in Figure 1. As we can see from Figure 1 
the number of breaches (break into an account to steal information, including passwords, banking, etc.) 
of user accounts of a company range from 134 million accounts in the year 2008 – 538 million accounts 
in the year 2020. The average cost of a malware attack on a company is 2.4 million USD. These attacks 
highlight the vulnerabilities of the current cyberinfrastructure. They also emphasize the importance of 
the integration of cybersecurity as part of the new scenario for digital transformation.

Most of the cyberattacks are executed by installing malware that carries out different malicious 
activities. According to a recent report by AV-TEST, an independent IT security institute, the total 
number of new malicious programs are on the rise. The malware growth reported by AV-TEST is shown 
in Figure 2. As we can see from Figure 2, the number of malware programs grew from 65.26 million 
in the year 2011 – 1101.88 million in the year 2020. This shows a significant growth (almost 16 times) 
in the number of malware programs in these ten years. The numbers can be explained by the fact, that 
initially, malware writers were hobbyists but now the professionals have become part of this group be-
cause of the incentives attached to it, such as financial gains, intelligence gathering, and cyber warfare, 
etc. Moreover, the malware writers are adopting reusable software development methodologies, and also 
using obfuscation (Linn & Debray, 2003) to create new malware that is a copy (variant) of the original 
malware. Malware has also grown in sophistication, from a simple file infection virus to programs that 
can propagate through networks, can change their shape and structure (polymorphic and metamorphic 
malware) with a variety of complex modules to execute malicious activities. Malware writers have also 
adapted to new platforms, such as smartphones and IoTs, etc. The research in the defense and analysis 

Figure 1. A chronological timeline of high-profile cybersecurity attacks from 2008 to 2020 with affected 
accounts in millions
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